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About This Game

What if you were accused of being a witch?
Would you accept it, or would you fight?

What would you stoop to in order to protect yourself?
Witan is an oldskool rpg that goes for the simplistic gameplay mechanics, but not the "retro look" (unless you want). It's fully

3D.
You are a young woman (perhaps correctly) accused of being a witch, by one of the local barons, and that is a death sentence.

In order to survive, you need to improve your standing, tool up, and indeed become a potent witch.
The gameplay is quite simple, but your hand is not held. Do not expect your objectives to glow in front of you, or indeed

dangers to be obvious.
Persevere, there is a way, a method, and a story, but it's not going to leap out and scream at you.

Features:
It's Pretty (in a grim way).

Nice landscape with day/night cycles (again, in a grim way).
It's only slightly silly: no copper bras, etc.

Mixture between oldskool (choice driven/find stuff) game play and 3D walk/run around.
You can jump (for no apparent reason).

Save your game (although you'll have to find out how)
Shops (which you'll also have to find)

Enemies (which you'll have no problems finding)
Approx 2 Hrs game play (If you're a god, and a lucky one at that), much more if you're a mere mortal.
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Some really odd stuff that probably shouldn't be there (you'll find it).
A RetroVision setting for the pixel purists, and Gamma adjust (for those who just can't see anything :)).
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Title: Witan
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Imigea Ltd
Publisher:
gamevial
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel integrated

English
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EDIT: For those of you who are as disappointed with this pack as I am, it is still eligible for a Steam refund. Go to 
https:\/\/help.steampowered.com\/en\/ sign in with your steam account, click "A Purchase," click Sydney Character Pack, and
click "It wasn't what I expected." Good luck on getting your five dollars back!

Do not buy this character pack. Literally everything about it is trash.

1: The Perk Deck

Anarchist is supposed to be a perk deck based on staying in combat and dealing damage constantly. This perk deck actually
forces you to do the opposite. Whereas with a normal deck you can just go into cover and regen your armor in 2 seconds, this
deck forces you to stay exposed and continue taking damage. This means you have to cower behind cover and peek out to take
pot shots every so often if you want to stay alive. The armor regen speed is ridiculously slow, about twice as slow as grinder. The
damage-for-armor is 10 armor.

Yes, you read that right, 10 armor. And whats worse is that only works every 1.5 seconds.

This perk deck will not allow you to stay in combat for any longer than a normal deck would.

2: The Weapons

The melee is trash. Its equal to the knives in damage, except it has worse range. However, it is the only slightly good feature of
this pack as its pretty fun to flip it around in stealth. Other than that its worthless.

The gun is also trash. You'll find yourself constantly running out of ammo because it can't reach a decent damage even with
Silent Killer. The maximum possible accuracy with every single perk, even in the beta, is only 80, meaning you will have to
shoot a sniper 4-5 times to kill him. On death wish, this gun cannot even 3 shot tans. I believe it takes around 4-5 shots to the
head to kill one tan, meaning you will actually lose ammo killing enemies now. The LMG mag is cute and all, but it really isn't
much better than a normal magazine. Mags take less than 2 seconds to reload anyway, so whats the point of a 100 round
magazine? Also, the magazine is not transferrable or modifiable. It only works on the bootleg and it cannot be swapped out.

3: The Character

Sydney is just a more annoying version of Clover, if they hired a very special person to voice Clover. Her accent sounds forced
and her lines are boring. Her mask is a carbon copy of Bonnie's, and looks ugly. There's nothing special at all about Sydney
herself.

Do.

Not.

Waste.
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Your.

Money.. Loop is a wonderfully relaxing and fun puzzle game. From the soothing musical tones and peaceful designs of the
loops, it's the perfect game to play at the end of a long day.

I enjoy the variety of loops available, as well as the range in colour schemes. It's a well thought-out game that I've played a few
times through. I would love to play more of it if I could.

This is a great, calm game that I highly recommend to all puzzle-lovers, and to anyone needing a calm, soothing activity. It's
brilliant.. I thought steam had a Quality Control department, this game can't English properly, crashed when i changed settings
to full screen, bug wont let me save or place down any more than 5 structures, can't refill my oxygen even when there's power
and plants (food) in the base, its wierd how you left earth with some mining resourses yet you can only use them to sell back to
earth... wait what?

so how did this game get on steam? meanwhile there are a ton of good games waiting to be greenlit..... An amazing game i love
to play. worth the money, 10\/10.. Well..... it was 99 cents.... Manager spends entire day in his office.

Most accurate retail management sim ever.. This game has a beautiful concept.
That's it for now, the graphics, user interface, variability and overall jankiness of the game still need to be updated, we will see
where they go from there.
Good luck to the Metaverse team.. Ehhh. Not really a horror game in my opinion. Kinda eerie with a dark atmosphere and
several times you see a random object appear and move on its own. Played it for an hour and i've had enough.
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I nutted

a lot
. Edited review:

As promised I returned to review the game at a later date and am happy to say that it has shown a ton of improvements. There is
so much more structure and refinement on display that it's like a total conversion and t didn't need that much work to be good.
The developer has stuck with it and went above and beyond what I would have expected. Well done.

I won't comment elaborately on the unnecessary aggression shown by the developer regarding my review. I know how hard it is
to work hard and release something into the world only to get hit with a negative review.
****************************
Old review below

Why would I say 90% nice things about a game that I do NOT recommend?

TLDR: This game could be a perfect replacement for Expendabros and I mean that in a complimentary manner. It has tons of
characters to choose from, although I find the current differences to be less than thrilling, it's a lot for an early access game to
have so many choices already. Same thing with the world choices. All of this sounds good still, so why not recommend it?

It's all content and they have yet to fix basic function. It's really frustrating, which isn't new to EA games, but it's frustrating for
an entirely new reason. The menu functions are awful and you have to switch back and forth between keyboard, mouse and
gamepad. The physics engine in the game needs a lot of tweaking making basic controls a little wonky. Again, these are things
that EVERY developer fixes before exposing the game to the public. There are a few other basic issues like this that make me
nervous. With so many of the budget priced developers abandoning their games right after cashing in with a launch I HAVE to
tentatively say wait to buy. A competent developer will get this under control in a week or two at most. If I don't ammend this to
a positive recommendation by Sept 15, I never will. To be fair to the Dev, I have set a Google calendar reminder to check in on
the game and ammend my review. I wish them luck and REALLY hope they pull it off.. The premise is fun, the first few levels
are fine.... but with no change to puzzle mechanics, music or sound effects for 300 levels it is needlessly draining and tedious. I
tried to will myself through it to complete all the acheivements, but I found myself dreading starting the game up each time I
wanted to complete a few more levels. Maybe one day I will forget how boring this game became and can come back to it to
100% it, but 2017 will not be that year Ugh. Let them stay extinct.. If you liked Indie Game: The Movie, you'll enjoy this
smaller look at a few indie game devs and their own creation environments they've created around them. At the very least rent it
and give it a watch. I'd like to see a youtube series like this. Or maybe even a steam series?. Really good game and awesome
concept. As a fan of homeworld this game immediately hooked me. Its very early but it has all the building blocks of becoming
my goto RTS game in VR. Moving the world around you with the controllers works very intuitively and peeking at the tiny
spaceships zipping by is mind blowing. Also the in game ship editor is a great idea. Looking forward to what the future brings
for the game. Recommended !. Such a good game with great potential. I hope the game attracts enough players so it can
improve over time. The mechanics aren't perfect but the gameplay is super enjoyable and worths a shot!. So to Start I own PC
and Ipad version I will be comparing the Two aside one another.

Price:
_____________
Pc: Costs 7$ when not on sale ( i got on sale dont let price foul you highly replayable) +1

Ipad: Its free +1
_____________

Items:
_____________
Pc:Adds roughly 100+ or more costumes from {Doom}, Skyrim and etc (Good stats) +1
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Ipad:Only 107 Costumes pieces i think +0
_____________

Gamplay: +1 (Lvls same in both)
_____________
Pc: Same lvls

Ipad: Same lvls
_____________

Controls: (Both controls are equally as easy but slighty diffrant)
_____________
Pc: Use mouse to slice, and keyboard WASD to move +1

Ipad: Easy to do just touch and slice or tap to move +1
_____________

Candy: (How to obtain I mean)
_____________
Pc:Play Lvls +1

Ipad:Watch Videos,Play lvls, and use real money for it +.5 (For the money part i took minus)
_____________

So both are a great game overall the score close by my standards:

Pc: 5\/5
Ipad: 4.5\/5

So I sugggest this game and there other game Cat Quest which is how i learned of this game due to a quest in it.
"The forgotten hero"

Note:[Doom] means its my favorite costume gives +1 everything per level :D. I wish I'd read the reviews first. Still Life 1 & 2
were ok but this is older than they are ... and it has not aged well:
- tiny screen size, not adjustable
- unskippable talk scenes
- dire graphics
There may be many more problems but I gave up after the first scene. Is that being unfair to the game ? Possibly but I don't
have the time or patience to slog through something like this. Go back to 2002 and it might have been mildly diverting but it just
doesn't stand up today.
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